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FACULlY SENATE MEEnNG - Janaary 11, 1985

CENmAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSnY
Sidney Nesselroad
Susan Tirotta

Presiding Officer:
Recording Secretary:

Meeting was called to order at; 3:10 p.m.

ROlLCAlL
Senators: AU Senators or their Alternates were present except Caples, Chambers, Christie, Donahoe, Myers, Nethery,
Sahlstrand, Schactler, Spall, Starbuck and Yeb.
Visitors: Logan Aimone, Carolyn Wells, Greg Alarid and 0111'8 Baker.
CHANGES TO AGENDA
-Add a report on the Provost's Ad Hoc Computing Committee (Charles Rubin), after President's Report.
-Add proposed change to General Education Program under Curriculum Committee Report.
-Add list of duties/priorities under Budget Committee Report.

APPROVAL OF MINU1ES
•MO'IlON NO. 298S Beverly Heckart moved and Ken Gamon seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the
November 30, 1994, Faculty Senate meeting distributed.

as

COMMUNICATIONS
-11/17/94 memo from Don Schlie~~IWJ, Spcoial Asst. to the Provost, regarding cwriculum witb llll<bon'bcd CClllleol; referred
to CUrriculum Committee.
-1211/94 letter from Don Cumming., Cbair-O<mcral Education Committcc, requesting that MUS 144 (Fint '(car Tboory) be
deleted from the Gcncral Education Program; referred to Curriculum Committcc (ICC Curriculum Committee report below).
-1212194 memo from Don Cocheba, Chair-Senate Budget Committee, regarding Budsct Committee's duties and priorities;
referred to Executive Committee (ace Budsct Committee report below)..
-1216/94 letter from Beverly Heckart, Code Committcc, rcqiiCiting meeting with Exocutive Committcc; rcfcrrcd to Exocutivc
Committcc.

-1218/94 request from Ivory Nollon, President, conccming development of COillelllll8l rclati0111 guidcliDca; referred to
Exeoutivc Committee (ICC Chair's report below).
REPORTS

I.

~
<~MOTION

NO. 2986 Beverly Heckart moved and Ken Gamon aeoonded a motion to approve the 1995-96 Faculty Senate

Meeting dates as follows (all mcetinsa begin ilt 3:10 p.m. and arc aohcduled in SUB Room #204-205, except the April24, 1996

mcetin& which is ~ehcdulcd for SUB Room 11206-207):
FAIL1995
Ootob« ll
November 1
Novcmbcr29

Motion passed.

WINTER1996
January 10
January 31
February 21
Maroh6

SPRING 1996

April3
April24
May 15
May29

• ••••

-Otair Nesselroad reported that the University Budget Committee met this morning to review and approve the 1995
Summer School budget. Within the limitations of Initiative 601, some tuition increases were approved ($70/credit
hour for undezgraduates - formerly $66/credit; $98/credit hour for graduate degree candidates - formerly $90/credit).
A new category of •post-baccalaureate student• was created to identify those students who have completed an
undergraduate degree but have not registered in a graduate program, and these students will be charged an
intermediate rate of $80/credit hour. The Summer Session general registration fee remains at $40/student.
The Chair explained that a fund bas been established which returns portions of Summer Session revenues
to each college/SChool and the Provost. Returns of revenue from 1993 Summer Session amounted to $12,300 for the
School of Business and Economics; $52,700 for the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences; $83,900 for the College of
Professional Studies; and $53,300 for Graduate :Assistantships. Criteria have been developed for expending these
Summer Session revenues, and each college/school bas prioritized and categorized its planned expenditures: 1) pilot
new courses or instructional approaches for summer or regular quarter offerings; 2) support program recruitment and
marketin& including new summer sesSion offerings; 3) support development of distance education efforts; 4) induce
additional graduate program enrollments, e.g., assistantships; 5) support
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program development; 6) fund faculty development activities, particularly thOle which advance specific initiatives
affecting the entire department; 7) purchase of instructional, computing or scientific equipment; 8) emergency reserve.
Chair Nesselroad also explained that, in the event the legislature approva a faculty salaJY increase effective
July 1, 1995, the potential exists for a small salaJY differential between faculty on 12-month contracts and those on
9-month contracts who are teaching Summer Session; Summer Session compensation is based on a formula of "2/9tlu>
of the sai&JY for the previous [emphasis added] academic contract year• [Faculty Code section 15.30].
-In response to President Nelson's December 8, 1994, request for the Faculty Senate to develop an internal
institutional policy concerning personal relationships and conflict of interest (especially concerning consensual
relationships/faculty.Qudent dating), the Executive Committee will create a fJve member Ad Hoc Committee composed
of three faculty members (one from each college/school), one student and the Director of Affirmative Action. The
Committee will be charged to complete its work by June 1995.
-The legislative session bepn on JanuBJY 9, and Faculty Legislative Representative Prank Carlson has begun meeting
with legislators in Olympia. Dr. Carlson plans to report to the Faculty Senate at its Febru&JY 1, 1995, meeting. In
the meantime, he requests that the Senate provide him with some direction from the faculty regarding their feelings
on the proposal for local tuition«tting authority. Chair Nesselroad distributed information concerning the prop<llial
for local tuition-setting authority and reported that copies of the Governor's 1995-97 Higher Education Budget and
the Senate Higher Education committee proposal are available for review in the Faculty Senate office. President
Nelson explained that fJve of the six state higher education institutions (with the exception of The Evergreen State
College), support the proposal for local tuition-setting authority, but recognize that such a plan would not grant
unlimited control and would function within a broad policy established by the Legislature. The President explained
that the Governor'& proposal for state employee salaJY increases is perceptually linked with a tuition increase and may
therefore pit student interests against those of faculty.
-Chair Nesselroad reported that he met with David Kaufman, Chair • University Computing Committee, to discuss
the UCCs request for creation of a Faculty Senate Standing Committee on Academic Computing. After considerable
discussion, it was agreed that academk/instructional computing requires more support, but formation of an additional
committee may be counter-productive at this time.
-The United Faculty of Central (AFf!NFA) presented a position paper on Collective Bargaining to the C. W.U. Board
of Trustees at the Board's December 2, 1995, meeting. The issue of faculty collective bargaining and the United
Faculty of Central's request for a collective bargaining election supervised by the Public Employment Relations
Commission (PRBC) will be re-visited by the Board at its Janu&JY 27, 1995, meeting.
-A Senator asked how many professional leave recommendations were taken to the Board or Trustees on December
2, 1994. Chair Nesselroad advised those interested in who was approved for 1995-96 professional leaves to contact
the Provost's office directly.

2.

PRESIDENr
President lvol)' Nelson distnbuted information comparing C.W.U.'s and the Higher Education Coordinating
Board's 1995-97 budget requests with Governor Lowry's budget proposal. The President pointed out that the
Governor's proposal allows for much lower student PTE enrollment increases than those requested by C.W.U. or the
HEC Board. The Governor's proposal also does not allow for inflation&!)' expense increases or benefits changes, and
presumes that about half of the amount needed to pay for salaJY increases would come from internal reallocations
of the current budget. The President reported that the Legislature's reception to the Governor's budget bas been
initially cool.
The President pointed out several recent newspaper articles that contain proposals and ideas from
taxpayers/citizens for how Washington state can support existing quality programs and still live within the spending
limits imposed by Initiative 601. A Senator stated that he had heard that state employees may be asked to begin
paying for a portion of their benefits packages. The Senator requested that the Legislature be reminded, when
considering its options, that many years ago Washington state employees were given a paid benefits package in lieu
of a moneta!)' salaty increase at that time.
Provost Thomas Moore has announced a Faculty Development grant program to encourage faculty to design
courses either for the general education sequence or for the major program which will focus on issues of cultural
pluralism. Faculty members will be provided one course released time during a quarter and a stipend for training and
materials. $75,000 has been invested in supporting grants over a two year period, after which time the efforts and
effectiveness of the program will be assessed. A memo, sample grant application and curriculum development grant
guidelines were distributed to all department offices on December 21, 1994. Proposals must be submitted to the
Office of Graduate Studies and Research by Februal)' 15, 1995, for spring quarter 1995 projects; by May 15, 1995, for
fall quarter 1995 projects; and by November 15, 1995, for winter quarter 1996
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projects. The Pluident encouraged faculty involvement in this new internal grant project, but he stated that current
external grant activity appears to be quite limited in scope. He strongly recommended that more faculty become
actively involved in soliciting grants from outside the uniVersity.
In rcspooilC to a complaint, the U.S. Department of Education/Office for Civil Rights conducted a review
and investigation of C.W.U.'s Affmnative Action Grievance Procedures and concluded that the procedures are fair
and legal.
The Board of Trustees will meet on Friday, January 27, 1995, on the C.W.U. campus (Barge 412). The
March 24, 1995, Board meeting has been re-scheduled for Wednesday, March 29, 1995, at the new SeaTac Center.
Frank Sanchez bas been reappointed to the Board of Trustees, and Cynthia Curreri's appointment (to 9/30/99) to the
Board will be officially confirmed by the state Senate this week.

3.

PROVOSI'S AD ROC INSIRUcnONAL COMPlTI1NG COMMlTIEB
Ad Hoc Committee member Charles Rubin reported that the Committee was created by the Provost during
Fall quarter 1994 to develop guidelines for distributing $400,000 in computing funds. The Committee created a
request (ormat that would allow faculty/departments to prioritize their instructional computing needs and submit a
request for funding. Proposals focused on improving the quality of undergraduate education and faculty scholarship
through impiOI!l:d computer re&OIIn:es (e.g., introductory laboratories, laboratories for majors, small research facilities
for faculty, upgrading or replacing obsolete or unreliable equipment with new equipment that will expose students to
concepts and/or techniques that were not previously available, access by students to computer networks that provide
greater instructional capabilities than are available locally, courses that acquaint non-science students with principles
and methods of science and mathematics and technology). Dr. Rubin emphasized that each proposal was required
to outline how the request will improve the present program of undergraduate instruction as·well as demonstrate that
1) informed, realistic planning has taken place, 2) the computing equipment will benefit the entire department or
spcdfic resean:h groups, and 3) the faculty are capable of using and providing direction for the instructional computing
facili ty. He stated that good proposals begin with a clear. idea of tbe goals and objectives of the project and have
a sense of why it will be a significant improvement over what is already being done. The Committee was not looking
for a "laundry list" of computer needs but for specific programmatic motivation.
Instructional computing requests for monies recently distributed were prioritized by the Ad· Hoc
Instructional Computing Committee on a c:Ompetitive basis, and the Committee evaluated and responded to each
request individually, including constructive criticism on bow to improve proposals for future submission. The
Committee has recommended to the Provost that a regular peer review process be instituted to deal with future
instructional computing requests. The Co.mmittee also recognized the university's need for internal resources to
support and encourage instructional computing and suggested: development of informal faculty/staff instructional
computing "WOrkshops, a designated resource group to foster technicaVcomputing llteracy, and released time/reduced
load for faculty to encourage development of courses that utilize computing. The Committee's recommendations have
been submitted to the University Computing Committee. Chair Nesselroad stated that be would invite David
Kaufman, Chair of the University Computing Committee, to address the Senate later in the year.

4.

BUDGET COMMl'ITEE
Budget Committee Chair Don Cocheba reminded the Senate of the Budget Committee's powers and duties,
as specified in the Faculty Code (Section 3.2S.A2.): "The Faculty Senate Budget Committee shall be concerned with
recommendations regarding the budgetary and financial affairs of the urtiversity, the level of financial support for the
university, short- and long-range budgetary projections, and the distribution of funds within the university. The
committee shall cooperate with other individuals, groups or committees in carrying out its duties, and shall do such
other thin~ as may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.• Dr. Cocheba pointed out that
the role of the Budget Committee has become somewhat unclear in recent years, so the Committee has reevaluated
its duties and presented the following recommendations:

DUllES OF FACUL'IY SENATE BUDGET COMMIT'IEB (~95 Academic Year)
1.
- Study and make recommendations, at the request of the Faculty Senate Chair, on faculty senate actions that
2.
3.
4.

'

~

have a potential fiSC&! impact.
Send the Budget Committee chair and/or representative(s) of the Senate Budget Committee to participate
in the President's Budget Hearin~.
Do gene.ral budget analyses, including analyzing trends and possibly making comparisons of CWU's budgets
with those of other state universities, and make recommendations on budget priorities.
Disseminate budget information to the Faculty Senate, the faculty, chairs, deans, Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs, and/or President, as appropriate.
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BUDGHI' COMMriJER c:oatinued.
PRlORIIlBS FOR. 19M-95 ACADEMIC YEAR.
1.
Study previous biennial budgeta in order to make recommendations for 1995·96 budget priorities.
2.
Attend and participate in open President's Budget Advisory Committee Hearings.
3.
Explore lntemet for budget information sources; e.g. Washington Access lnformation System, Internet.
4.
Keep the Senate and faculty informed on CWU budget issues.
The Faculty Senate accepted the report and recommendations of the Budget Committee.
Dr. Cocheba stated that the Budget Committee strongly supports the Summer Session incentive program
of returning monies to each college/school. The Committee has also been looking into each college/school's policies
concerning the portion of grant monies that are retained by the dean for "overhead" costs and the amount of money
that goes directly to departments; current policy gives deans individual discretion in the apportionment of grant
monies. The Budget Committee questioned the Provost's funding of the Cultural Pluralism Grants program by
reallocating monies from areas such as faculty research released time. In response to a question from a Senator
concerning the possible use of "salary savings• (replacing retiri.ng faculty with lower cost faculty, etc.) to fund faculty
salary increases, Dr. Cocheba replied that the committee plans to look into this. President Nelson commented that
he considered the polllibility of redistributing salary savings for salary increases but was advised that such a
redistnbution would not be legal. In response to questions, Dr. Cocheba replied that the Budget Committee has been
unable to ftnd any easy way to fund more faculty promotions or adjust for existing salary inequities.

S.

CODE COMMI'ITBB
Code Committee Ql8ir Beverly Heckart reported that the Code Committee is working with the Personnel
Committee to revise the entire "Appointments" section of the Faculty Code, including new sections on shared
appointments and endowed chairs.

6.

aJRRICULUM COMMITilm
Curriculum Committee Chair aara Bake·r presented the following proposed change to the General
·
Education Program (for discussion only):
Delete MUS 144 (Pim Year Theory) from the Arts&. Humanities lrCdion of the Breadth Requirements of the
Genctal Education Program, as requested by Russ Schultz, Chair, Music Department. Proposed deletion of MUS
144 approved by General Education Committee on 4/27/94 [transmitted to Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee on
11.11t94]; proposed deletion of MUS 144 appiOYed by Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee on 1}S/9S. This proposed
change in the General Education Program will be voted on by the Faculty Senate on February 1, 1995; if approved,
the proposed change will become effective with the next university catalog (1996-98) .

•••••

Dr. Baker reported that the Curriculum Committee would sponsor a public forum on January 19, 1995 at
3:00 p.m. in Barge Hall 412 to discuss "Curriculum with Undescribed Content.• The Committee is concerned with
two questions: 1) What is the appropriate place of _91 (workshops) , _96 (individual study), _98 (special topics), _99
(seminar), and other open-ended courses in the curriculum? and 2) What is the appropriate curriculum process to
control such offerings?

7.

PERSONNEL COMMITIEB
Committee member Rex Wirth reported that the Committee is working on revisions to the tenure and
promotion policy.
8.
PUBUC AFFAIRS COMMITI1!B
No report.
OlD BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
-AFI'/NEA representative Greg Alarid reported that the United"Faculty of Central will hold informational meetings on
collective bargaining on Thursday, January 26, 1995, in SUB 204/205 (12:00 p.m. and 3:00p.m. sessions). Guest speakers from
Gty University of New York, Northeastern Illinoi.s University and the University of Montana will discuss their experiences with
the union and collective bargaining.
ADJOUR.NMFNr
Meeting adjourned at 4:25 p.m.
• • • • • NEXT REGUU\R. FACULTY SENATB MEEI1NG: Febrwuy t. 1995 • • • • •
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FACUL1Y SENATE REGULAR MEETING
3:10 p.m., Wed.Desday, January 11, 1995
SUB 204-205
I.

ROLL CALL

II.

CHANGES TO AGENDA

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: November 30, 1994

IV.

COMMUNICATIONS
-11/17/94 memo from Don Schliesman, Special Asst. to the Provost, re. curriculum with undescribed
content; referred to Curriculum Committee.
-12/1/94 letter from Don Cummings, Chair-General Education Committee, requesting that MUS 144
(First Year Theory) be deleted from the General Education Program; referred to Curriculum
Committee.
-12/2/94 memo from Don Cocheba, Chair-Senate Budget Committee, re. Budget Committee's duties
and priorities; referred to Executive Committee.
-U/6/94letter from Beverly Heckart, Code Committee, requesting meeting with Executive
Committee; referred to Executive Committee.
-12/8/94 request from Ivory Nelson, President, concerning development of consensual relations
guidelines; referred to Executive Committee.

V.

REPORTS
1.

CHAIR

-MOTION: 1995-96 Faculty Senate Meeting Dates
WINTER 1996
SPRING 1996
October 11
January 10
April 3
April 24
November 1
January 31
November 29
February 21
May 15
March 6
May 29
PRESIDENT
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- Charles McGehee, Chair
BUDGET COMMITIEE - Don Cocheba, Chair
CODE COMMITTEE -Beverly Heckart, Chair
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE- Clara. Baker, Chair
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE -Blaine Wilson, Chair
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE- Bobby Cummings, Chair

FALL 1995

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
VI.

OLD BUSINESS

VII.

NEW BUSINESS

VIII.

ADJOURI\'1t1ENT

"*"NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

Febn~ary

1, 1995 """

FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING
ADDENDUM TO AGENDA
January 11 1 1995
CHANGES TO AGENDA
Add Budget Committee Report (below)
Add Curriculum Committee Report (below)
Add Report on (Provost1s) Ad Hoc Committee on Computing- Charles Rubin

* * II II *
BUDGET COMMITTEE
3.25
Conunittees [Faculty Code]
A.
The Faculty Senate shall establish the following standing committees, with powers and duties as
described;
2.
The Faculty Senate Budget Committee shall be concerned with recommendations
regarding the budgetary and fmancial affairs of the university, the level of financial
support for the university, short- and long-range budgetary projections, and the
distribution of funds within the university. The committee shall cooperate with other
individuals, groups or committees in canying out its duties, and shall do such other things
as may be requested by or approved by the Senate Executive Committee.

1.
2.
3.
4.

l.
2.
3.
4.

DUTIES OFJ1ACULTY SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE (1994-95 Academic Year)
Study and make recommendations, at the request of the Faculty Senate Chair, on faculty senate actions that
have a potential fiscal impact.
Send the Budget Committee chair and/or representative(s) of the Senate Budget Committee to participate in
the President's Budget Hearings.
Do general budget analyses, including analyzing trends and possibly making comparisons ofCWU's
budgets with those of other state universities, and make recommendations on budget priorities.
Disseminate budget information to the Faculty Senate, the faculty, chairs, deans, Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs, and/or President, as appropriate.
PRIORITIES FOR 1994-95 ACADEMIC YEAR
Study previous biennial budgets in order to make recommendations for 1995-96 budget priorities.
Attend and participate in open President's Budget Advisory Conunittee Hearings.
Explore Internet for budget information sources; e.g. Washington Access Information System, Internet.
Keep the Senate and faculty informed on CWU budget issues.

*•• **
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
Proposed Change - General Education Program (DISCUSSION ONLY - FOR VOTE 211/95)
Delete MUS 144 (First Year Theory) from the Arts & Humanities section of the Breadth Requirements of the
General Education Program, as requested by Russ Schultz, Chair, Music Department

-Proposed deletion of MUS 144 approved by General Education Committee on 4/27/94
[transmitted to Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee on 1111/94]
-Proposed deletion of MUS 144 approved by Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee on 1/5/95
This proposed change in the General Education Program will be voted on by the Faculty Senate on February 1,
1995; if approved, the proposed change will become effective with the next university catalog (1996-98).

ROLL CALL

199~95

FACULTY SENATE MEETING:

__L_Walter ARLT
/

Linda BEATH

_ _ Minerva CAPLES
_ _ Robert CARBAUGH
_ _Matt CHAMBERS

January 11, 1995

_ _ Stephen JEFFERIES
_ _ Dan FENNERTY
Carol BUTTERFIELD

v,.,

I

I 'E?RIQK Dt1YI

(C:i~CtbJ.

_ · _Greg CARLSON

_ _Shawn CHRISTIE
JBobby CUMMINGS
_Llerry DeVIETTI

_ _ Roger FOUTS

_ _ Susan DONAHOE

_ _ Dale OTTO

~Barry

_ _George TOWN

DONAHUE

.-JL'Robert FORDAN
_.LKen GAMON

_ _James HARPER

~Michael GLEASON
___!Ljlm

H~WKINS

_ _Webster HOOD

~Walter KAMINSKI
_.c.::::::::.Charles MCGEHEE

_ _Mark ZETTERBERG
____ILPeter BURKHOLDER
_ _ Brue BARNES
David KAUFMAN

_ _ Deborah MEDLAR

=Gary HEESACKER

_ _ Robert MYERS

_ _Patrick OWENS

~Ivory

_ _Thomas MOORE

NELSON

Iota /5a_(eJL

J/C

-lL,..Connie NOTT
_Lsidney NESSELROAD

_ _Andrew SPENCER

_ _Vince NETHERY

_ _ Robert GREGSON

_ _Steve OLSON

•.-----ferry MARTIN

-(.L._Rob PERKINS

_ _ Cathy BERTELSON

_ _ Dan RAMSDELL

__L'Beverly HECKART

VDieter ROMBOY

_ _Stella MORENO

--&Lia.mes ROBERTS

_ _C. Wayne JOHNSTON

~Sharon ROSELL

_ _ Michael BRAUNSTEIN

~Eric

_ _Geoffrey BOERS

ROTH

~Charles RUBIN

_ _James HINTHORNE

_ _James SAHLSTRAND

---=-~aret

_ _ Carolyn SCHACTLER

--~olyn THOMAS

SAHLSTRAND

_ _ Hugh SPALL
_ _ Kristan STARBUCK
~orris UEBELACKER

/Lisa WEYANDT [pron. Y'-ANT]

_ _John ALWIN
_ _ Roger FOUTS

......cLJ1ex WIRTH
_ _Thomas YEH

_ _Jerry HOGAN
(ROSTERS\ROLLCALL.94; November 23, 1994)

January 11, 1995

Date

VISITOR SIGN-IN SHEET

Please sign your name and return sheet to Faculty Senate secretary directly after the
meeting. Thank you.

. <
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RECEIVED

NOV 2 1 1994
CWU FACULTY SENATE

Office of the Provost/Vice PresidElnt
for Academic Affairs

MEMORANDUM
To:

Sidney Nesselroad
Faculty Senate Chair

From:

Donald M. Schliesma.nci11
Special Assistant to ~~st

Date:

November 17, 1994

Subject:

Curriculum With Undescribed Content

1Y

It has come to my attention that there are some courses in the curriculum, in
addition to _91, _96, _98, and _99, in which the content is undescribed. In other
words, they are "open-ended" in the sense that the content may vary each time
they are offered. Also, they are offered without review by other departments, in
contrast to the _91, _96, _98 and _99 courses. Concern has been expressed about
the potential for unnecessary duplication of course content in this situation.
History has proven the concern to be well founded.

It is my suggestion that the Senate Curriculum Committee be asked to identify
"open-ended" courses in the curriculum and recommend action to ensure that all
such courses be subjected to appropriate review by all academic departments. I
will be pleased to discuss the situation with the Committee and to provide
examples, as well as assistance, with the task.
Thank you for your cooperation.

/nib
cc Provost Moore
Dean Stacy
Professor Denman
Professor Klug
Barge 302 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7503 • 509-963-1401 • FAX 509-963-2025
EEO/AA!l"ITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

TO:

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee:
Clara Baker, Accounting (7484)- CHAIR
Gary Richardson, Business Administration (7485)
Wolfgang Franz, Economics (7486)
Linda Klug, Anthropology (7544)
Steve Olson, English (7558)
Wesley Van Tassel, Theatre Arts (7460)
Gail Wilson, Education (7409)
Joseph Bonebrake, lET (7584)
Randall Butler, Aerospace Studies (7568)
Gerard Hogan, Library (7548)
Matt Chambers, ASCWU/BOD (7448)

FROM:

Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Faculty Senate

DATE:

November 23, 1994

RE:

Committee Charge: CURRICULUM WITH UNDESCRIBED CONTENT

Please work with Don Schliesman, Special Assistant to the Provost, regarding the concerns
expressed in his attached 11/17/94 memo on "Curriculum with Undescribed Content."
Submit the Curriculum Committee's report and recommendations to the Faculty Senate
Executive Committee.

attachment

c:

sft

Don Schliesman, Special Assistant to the Provost
Thomas Moore, Provost
Gerry Stacy, Dean of Graduate Studies and Research
Anne Denman, Chair - Academic Department Chairs' Organization
[c:\wpdocs\committe\ll-23-94.scc]
Barge 409 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7509 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX 509-963-3206
EEO/ANTITLE IX INSTITUTION • TOO 509 -963-3323

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

TO:

Faculty Senate Curriculum Committee:
Clara Baker, Accounting (7484) - CHAIR
Gary Richardson, Business Administration (7485)
Wolfgang Franz, Economics (7486)
Linda Klug, Anthropology (7544)
Steve Olson, English (7558)
Wesley Van Tassel, Theatre Arts (7460)
Gail Wilson, Education (7409)
Joseph Bonebrake, IET (7584)
Randall Butler, Aerospace Studies (7568)
Gerard Hogan, Library (7548)
Matt Chambers, ASCWU/BOD (7448)

FROM:

Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Faculty Senate

, ~ ATE:

November 3, 1994

RE:

GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM- PROPOSED CHANGE

The General Education Committee recommends deletion of MUS 144 (First Year Theory) from the Arts &
Humanities section of the Breadth Requirements of the General Education Program (see attached 5/9/94 and
llll/94 memos from Don Cummings, Chair, General Education Committee). MUS 144 will continue to be
offered by the Music Department, but not as a General Education Program offering.
The Music Department recommended last year the replacement of MUS 144 with MUS 143 (Fundamentals of
Music), but the General Education Committee rejected the proposal to add MUS 143 to the Program. Music
Department Chair Russ Schultz has agreed that MUS 143 will not be added to the General Education
Program; the Music Department is developing another course on "World Music" that will be proposed for
addition to the General Education Program at some time in the future.
Please inform the Faculty Senate Office if you would like proposed deletion of MUS 144 to be placed on the
November 30, 1994, Faculty Senate agenda. The proposal would be presented November 30 but would be
voted on by the Senate at the subsequent meeting: January 11, 1995. The deletion of MUS 144 from the
General EducationProgram would become effe.ctive with the 1996/98 University Catalog.
The Curriculum Committee may want to invite Music Department Chair Russ Schultz to its meeting (or phone
him in advance of the meeting) to explain the reasons for deleting the course from the General Education
Program.
The deadline for submitting agenda items for the Faculty Senate's November 30, 1994, meeting is noon,
November 21, 1994.

c:

Bonnie ¥Jucking, Provost's Office
Don Schliesruan, Provost's Office
Carolyn Wells, Reg'.strar
Don Cummings, Ch;1ir, General Education Committee
Bob Brown, Dean of College of Letters, Arts and Sciences
Russ Schultz, Chair, Music
·

sft

[c:\wpdocs\committe\11-3-94.scc]
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RECEIVED

NOV 3 1994
C\VJ FACUlTY SENATE

November 1, 1994
Dr. Sidney Nesselroad
Chair, Faculty Senate

c.w.u.

Re: Music 144 in the General Education Program
Dear Sid:
I apologize for being so late in getting this to you: I simply
forgot to notify anyone except Russ Schultz. Must be the strains
of approaching retirement. In any case, the attached letter from
the General Education Committee to Russ Schultz indicates the
committee's formal action on the matter. In a nutshell, Music 144
is out, and Music 143 is not in. (We have heard nothing further
about 143.)

D. W. Cummings
Chair, General Education Committee

May 9, 1994
Dr. Russ Schultz, Chair
Department of Music

c.w.u.

Dear Russ:
On April 27th the University General Education Committee
discussed your requests concerning Music 144 and 143. The
following description of the action taken by the committee is
from the minutes:

)

We discussed Russ Schultz's request that Music 144 be
deleted from the list of General Education breadth
options and that it be replaced with a proposed new
course, Music 143. Questions were raised about the
appropriateness of the original 144, and its apparent
look-alike 143, in view of the larger context of
Music's contribution to General Education. There was
also some concern that we know so little about the
proposed 143. Jacobs moved and Ressler seconded that
the committee recommend deleting Music 144 from the
General Education program and that we take under
advisement the request to replace it with Music 143,
pending further information about 143 (such as an
outline and syllabus). The motion passed with one
abstention.
Sincerely,

D. W. Cummings
For the committe:e

RECEIVED

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
DepanmentofEcornxn~s

DEC 5 1994 ·
c:,"J FA~U...ff St.NATE

DATE: November 28, 1994

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Jim Bailey, Accounting
Ken Gamon, Math
Wayne Klemin, BEAM
Thomas Yeh, Library

FROM:

oon cocheba, c h a i r r·

SUBJECT:

REVISED VERSIONS OF "DUTIES" AND "PRIORITIES"

Attached is a revised version of "Duties of Faculty Senate Budget Committee" and
"Priorities for 94-95 Academic Year." This document will be the main topic of
discussion for our December 7, 1994 meeting in Shaw-Smyser 224 at 1:00 p.m.
keh
Attachment
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RECEIVED

DEC 5 1994
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

C\~ FACL'tft SENATE·

DepanmnentofEcononjcs

DATE: December 2, 1994

MEMORANDUM

TO:

Dr. Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Facuity Senate

FROM:

Don Cocheba, Chair
Faculty Senate

SUBJECT:

Senate Budget Committee Activities

MU
Bud~ommittee

The attached tells you what the Budget Committee is doing. Once the committee
approves the "Duties" and "Priorities", we'll send them to you. If you have any
recommendations, please let me know before our 7 December 1994 meeting. And, of
course, if you would like to attend our meeting, you are welcome.
keh
Attachment
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DUTIES OF FACULTV SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE
1.

To study and make recommendations on any faculty senate action that has a
potential fiscal impact.

2.

Budget committee chair and/or representatives of Senate Budget Committee
will attend and participate in President's Budget Advisory Committee
meetings.

3.

Develop a list of sources of budget information .

4.

Do general budget analyses, including analyzing trends and possibly making
comparisons of CWU's budgets with those of other state universities, and
make recommendations on budget priorities.

5.

Disseminate budget information to the Faculty Senate, the faculty, chairs,
deans, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, and/or President,
as appropriate.

PRIORITIES FOR 94-95 ACADEMIC YEAR
1.

Study previous biennial budgets in order to make recommendations for
1995-97 budget priorities.

2.

Attend and participate in President's Budget Advisory Committee meetings.

3.

Explore Internet for budget information.

4.

Keep the Senate and faculty informed on CWU budget issues.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Department of Economics

MEMORANDUM

DATE: December 27, 1994

Jim Bailey, Accounting
Ken Gamon, Math
Wayne Klemin, BEAM
Thomas Yeh, Library

TO:

RECEIVED

.'~

FROM:

Don Cocheba, Economics .

COPY:

Sidney Nesselroad, Faculty Senate

SUBJECT:

REVISIONS TO "DUTIES" AND "PRIORITIES"

JAN

3 1995

CVt\1 FACUlTY stNATE

Happy New Year!
Attached is a revised version of the "Duties" and "Priorities" we accepted by
consensus at our last Budget Committee meeting. Wayne made several editorial
changes and I made one, but there are no changes in substance. Please review
these two lists for the last time, and e-mail me any further recommendations for
changes. I would like to send a copy to Sidney and present the lists to the Faculty
Senate at the 11 January 1995 Senate meeting.
Do you want to have a Budget Committee meeting before the 11 January 1995
Faculty Senate meeting? If you do, please let me know whether you prefer to meet
on Wednesday the 4th or Thursday the 5th--at 3:00 p.m. in either case.
If an after-the-Senate meeting date for our meeting is acceptable, which do you prefer
Tuesday the 17th or Wednesday the 18th---again, at 3:00 p.m. in either case? Please
answer by e-mail or voice-mail before 3 January 1"995.

Shaw/Smyser 413A • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg , WA 98926-7486 • 509-963-2664 • FAX 509-963-1992
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DUTIES OF FACULTV SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE
1994 - 1995 Academic Year

1.

Study and make recommendations, at the request of the Faculty Senate
Chair, on faculty senate actions that have a potential fiscal impact.

2.

Send the Budget committee chair and/or representative(s) of the Senate
Budget Committee to participate in the President's Budget Hearings.

3.

Develop a list of sources of budget information .

4.

Do general budget analyses, including analyzing trends and possibly making
comparisons of CWU's budgets with those of other state universities, and
make recommendations on budget priorities.

5.

Disseminate budget information to the Faculty Senate, the faculty, chairs,
deans, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, and/or President,
as appropriate.

PRIORITIES FOR 1994-95 ACADEMIC YEAR

)
1.

Study previous biennial budgets in order to make recommendations for
1995-97 budget priorities.

2.

Attend and participate in open President's Budget Advisory Committee
Hearings.

3.

Explore Internet for budget information
Information System, Internet.

4.

Keep the Senate and faculty informed on CWU budget issues.

sour~es;

e.g. Washington Access

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the Provost I Vice President
for Academic Affairs
.- ·--·~

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Campus Community

\j,~ W.1'Yf ~1,

FROM: Thomas D. Moore
_,a.
Provost/Vice President for Academic ~ffa~
DATE: December 6, 1994
It is with great pleasure and enthusiasm that I announce the appointment of two deans.
Dr. Anne S. Denman, Professor of Anthropology has accepted the position of Dean of
the College of Behavioral, Natura·· and Social Sciences, and Dr. Robert H. Brown,
Professor of Biological Sciences has agreed to serve as the Dean of the College of Arts
and Humanities. Dr. Denman will assume the deanship beginning Spring quarter, 1995.
Until that time, Dean Brown will continue as chief administrator over both Colleges.

We are very fortunate to have the ·services of these two outstanding members of the
faculty. Most of you are familiar with Dr. Brown's leadership ability and appreciate,
as I do, his willingness to continue administering the College~·
Dr. Denman is currently serving as the Anthropology department chairperson, as well
as the Chair of the Academic Department Chairs Organization. She served as the
Associate Dean in the College of Letters, Arts and Sciences and has held various other
positions of leadership at CWU. I know many people on campus are familiar with and
admire her work.
It is with confidence in your response that I ask you to join me in congratulating these
two fine individuals on their new positions. Your total support and cooperation is
greatly appreciated.
.

. -....---- ........

.,....

. ._,........._-

..,. .....

___ .. ..._.'

ONE COPY PER DEPARTMENT
PLEASE SHARE WITH ALL INDIVIDUALS
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Central
washington
University

History Department
Language & Uterature lOOT
Ellensburg. Washington 98926
(509) 963-1655

RECEIVED

December 6, 1994

DEC

·· 1994

CWU FA(..vt.ll' SU.IME
Mr. Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Faculty Senate
campus--7509
Dear Sid:
It has come to the attention of the Code Committee that the
Faculty Senate Executive Committee is currently polling members
of the Faculty Senate, prior to bringing a motion to the floor of
the Senate, concerning making the provost a member of the Senate.
There are several responses of the Code Committee to this action.
The first is that any such action involves a major, not a minor,
code change and is therefore subject to hearings before the
faculty before any Senate vote occurs. (See Section 1.15 D 2 and
3.) Therefore a Senate motion for making the provost a member of
the Senate would be inappropriate at this time. Secondly, as you
are well aware, the Code Committee grappled with this issue last
year both before and after the provost withdrew his request to be
seated on the Senate and confronted several problems involved in
the request.
At this time, the Code Committee requests that the Senate
Executive Committee extend the collegial courtesy of hearing the
views of the Code Committee about this problem before proceeding
further. We shall be happy to set up a meeting time when a
majority of us is available for such a meeting. At the moment,
the members of the Code Committee are in the midst of changing
schedules, and we will not be sure, until the end of the first
week in January, when we will be free for conducting code
business.
Sincerely,

,

y/1

6_

(

'!!tut~
-r- #c.u~.._cz;'7'<

Beverly
c art
Chair, F. culty Senate Code Committee
cc. Members of the Faculty Senate Executive Committee

Central
Washington
University

Office or the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
208B lXluillon
Ellensburg. Washington 98926
(509) 963-140t

·- . , 0 ~
Ftu
h

.

'

L .. ~:

Ch\i tl\~~;,~ ~ ·:Lt\/.fE

February 1, 1994

(94-0lS.PRV)

Dr. Sidney Nesselroad
Faculty Senate Chair
Campus-- 7509
Dear Sid:

)

Last summer you and I discussed my request that the Provost become a
member of the Senate. Shortly thereafter, I forwarded my request
through a letter dated July 23, 1993. Considerable time has passed
without reply and, as far as I know, the matter has not been discussed by
the appropriate committee. I am chagrined by the lack of response from
the committee. It suggests a lack of professional courtesy and perhaps
more. Given my view that this is essentially a faculty matter, and not
one of personal advocacy, I respectfully withdraw my request. Thank
you.
Sincerely,

Th~D.Moore

Provost/Vice President
for Academic Affairs

/kb

'·

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Faculty Senate

TO:

FACULTY SENATE EXECUTIVE COMMJTI'EE:
Bobby Cummings, English (7558)
Dieter Romboy, Foreign Languages (7552)
Barry Donahue, Computer Science (7520)
Charles Rubin, Geology (7418)
Barney Erickson, Math (7424)

FROM: ·

Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Faculty Senate

DATE:

November 28, 1994

RE:

MEMBERSHIP OF PROVOST ON FACULTY SENA'IE

As we discussed at the November 16, 1994, Executive Committee meeting. we will divide up the Faculty
Senate roster and each phone a few Senators to determine how much support there would be for adding the
Provost as a member of the Senate. Please contact those Senators indicated beside your name below. Our
standard message should be something like:
"The Senate Executive Committee is considering bringing forth a motion to add the Provost to the
Faculty Senate as an ex officio, non-voting member. We are conducting an informal poD to
determine if such a motion would have your support.•
Please send me the results of your part of the poll as soon as you finish: rd like to have your response by
the end of FINALS WEEK (1219194).
YES

NO

BOBBY CUMMINGS - Rob Perkins, BEAM (x1292)
Robert Fordan, Communication (x1068)
Robert Carbaugh, Economics (13443)
Linda Beath, Education (x1474)
Susan Donahoe, Education (x1475)

DIETER ROMBOY -

.r
f.

./"'

Deborah Medlar, Accounting (x1550) ~
-~
#James Sahlstrand, Art (x2665)
~"'
Michael Gleason, Biology (x1019
Hugh Spall, Business A · · ation (x3071)
Connie No
·
Adminsitration (:x2912)
Steven Olson, English (x1536)
Morris Uebelacker; Geography (x1188)
Dan Ramsdell, History (x2344)
Carolyn Schactler (x2781) ' ·

**Will vote yes for provost if Nelson is removed from the Senate.Otherwise
stay with the current procedure.
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,.
YES
BARRY DONAHUE -

Eric Roth, Music (x1242)
Webster Hood, Philosophy {x1818)
Vmce Nethery, PE (x1940)
Walter Arlt, PE (x2746)
Sharon Rosell, Physics (7t1.757)

BARNEY ERICKSON- Walter Kaminski, lET (x1756)
James Roberts, Law and Justice (x2990)
Thomas Yeh, Library (x1542)
Robert Myers, Library (x1641)
Ken Gamon, Math (x2834)
SID NESSELROAD -

NO

-·-

......!C_

Rex Wirth, Political Science (x2353)
Terry DeVietti, Psychology (x3646)
Lisa Weyandt, Psychology (x3688)
Charles McGehee, Sociology (x2005)
Jim Hawkins, Theatre Arts (x1230)

Thanks for your help!

(c:\wpdocs\committe\11-28-94.prv)
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the President

RECEIVED

December 8, 1994

DEC 1 3 1994

Sidney Nesselroad, Chair
Faculty Senate
Campus
Dear Sidney,
Many institutions of higher education are developing guidelines for their faculty as
aids in maintaining professionalism, avoiding the appearance of favoritism or
conflict of interest, and preventing allegations of sexual harassment. I ask that
the Faculty Senate research and recommend la.ngliage whi~h' ·can be incorporated
into an institutional policy regarding personal relationships and conflict of
interest, especially as they relate to faculty/student dating. Please consult with
the Affirmative Action Director as you frame the issues and develop appropriate
language that can be refereneed in the university's Sexual Harassment Policy.
I understand that some years back, an ad hoc committee of the Faculty Senate
had begun to explore the issue of consensual relationships within the. context of
conflict of interest. I assume their research and records are still available. In
addition, the Mfmnative Action Office may have materials which would add to
your knowledge base.
I view this policy development as a priority and ask that the Senate begin its work
immediately so that an institutional policy might be adopted by June 1995.
Very truly yours,

)
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Date: Sun, 4 Dec 1994 13:59:14 PST
From: HECKARTB@cluster.cwu.edu
To: SENATE@cluster.cwu.edu
Subject: "consensual relations"

I

Sue--Tell Sid that the Code Committee discussed at length the idea of placing
a pr~. icy dealing with consensual relations into the code. We finally decided
tha the best place for it is in the policies manual along with the Code of
Ethics, the policy on sexual harassment. We think that either the Personnel
or an ad hoc committee should draw up the policy, get it passed by the Senate,
get the administration to place it in the policies manual, and then we'll
reference that policy in Section 2.30. By the way, it might not be a bad idea
to revisit the issue of conflict of interest along with consensual relations.
The committee should be a blue ribbon one with people known for getting work
Beverly

done.

RECEIVED

DEC

/

5 1994

•

The Univenity or Kansas Policy
On Consensual Relatioasbips
Effective August 20. 1993

The policy on consensual relationships that appears below was developed in response to a
recommendation of the Task Force on Sexual Harassment.· It is related to. but distinct
from, the University policy prohibiting sexual harassment that appears as an appendix to
the policy on consensual relationships. The development of the policy on consensual
relationships reflects concern for the potential conflicts of interest that may arise when a
faculty member and a student, or a supervisor and an employee, enter into a sexual or
romantic relationship. However, it should be noted that sexual harassment may occur in
circumstances other than those that may arise from consensual relationships, and that
conflicts of interest may arise in a variety of situations unrelated to sexual or romantic
relationships.
Changes in the policy prohibiting sexual harassment are included in the :1ppendix. The
definition of sexual harassment and the policy prohibiting it as they appear in the
appendix supersede the earlier definition and policy.

Introduction
The University has long been committed to providing an academic community environment
that is free of discrimination and that fosters among all members of the community
relationships which are conducive to enhancing the intellectual growth of students and the
professional development and performance of faculty and staff. Central to the mission of our
university is the trust which characterizes teaching-learning relationships, the working
environment, and the academic community. That trust, which, for example, is described in
the Code of Faculty Rights, Responsibilities, and Conduct adopted more than twenty years
ago, must be preserved Similarly, we have an obligation to provide for all of our
employees a•work environment that is characterized by professionalism and provides
opportunities for professional and personal growth.
The University will not tolerate behavior by members of the University community, whether
stude~ts. faculty, or staff, which causes or contributes to unacceptable conditions in the educational environment or work place of the institution. Sexual harassment and conflicts of
interest deriving from consensual relationships are two kinds of such behavior. Sexual
harassment subverts the mission of the University and threatens the careers of students,
'~acuity. and staff. Conflicts of interest produce grades and evaluations that may be suspect as
to their fairness.
,•
/
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Consensual Relationships Policy
Page 2
Trust must always be preserved in the academic community. The goal of this statement on
consensual relationships is to assure an environment of trust, non-discrimination and fairness.
This policy applies to all who share in meeting the institution's responsibilities ~ its students,
its faculty, and its staff.
The goal of the policy on consensual relationships is to affirm the position of the University
about behaviors which are not acceptable and to communicate this policy to all who share in
meeting the institution's responsibility to its students and the University community to ensure
an environment free from discrimination and sexual harassment. The policy on consensual
relationships is designed to prevent sexual harassment and to promote the institutional policy
of non-discrimination. The University policy prohibiting sexual harassment is included as an
appendix to this document. To the extent that these policies conflict with the provisions of
any previously adopted policies, codes, rules, or regulations, the policies contained in this
document will govern.
Policy on Consensual Relationships
The respect and trust accorded a professor by a student, as well as the power exercised by the
professor in giving praise or criticism, grades, recommendations for further study and future
employment, greatly diminish the student's actual freedom of choice should sexual favors be
included along with the professor's legitimate demands. Similarly, the power exercised by a
supervisor over a subordinate limits the subordinate's freedom of choice; To maintain
institutional integrity, it is essential that grades, degrees, awards, promotions and performance
evaluations be made on a basis free from any appearance of bias or conflict of interest No
person should serve in a decision-making role concerning the awarding of grades, degrees,
promotions or awards where there is a possibility of or an appearance of a conflict of interest.
A conflict may be presumed to exist when the person who is making the decision has an
emotional relationship beyond a purely professional or academic one with a person affected
by the decision. Examples of relationships that can cause conflicts include but are not limited
to: spouses, lovers, and sharing of living quaners. 1
A.

Faculty-student relationships .
•
The term "faculty" in this section includes anyone in a full- or pan-time teaching role,
e.g., faculty, lecturers, graduate teaching assistants, and others assuming responsibility
for an educational experience.
Faculty members have two fundamental responsibilities that bear on the faculty-student
relationship.
1

Based, in pan, on statement of University of Minnesota, Duluth (Copy available in
the Office of Affirmative Action)
7/30/93

Consensual Relationships Policy
Page 3
1.

Article V.J of the Faculty Code of Conduct ("Code") prohibits a faculty
member from engaging in behavior that "violates commonly accepted standards
of professional ethics." The Code incorporates the 1968 AAUP statement on
professional ethics, Paragraph n, which prohibits "any exploitation of students
for [the teacher's] private advantage.•

2.

Section 2.6.1 of the University Senate Rules and Regulations ("Rules and
Regulations") prohibits "grading student work by criteria other than academic
performance," thereby mandating an obligation of fairness to all students.

Policy on Facu!ty-Student Consensual Relationships
If a faculty member has a sexual or romantic relationship with

a student over whom the faculty member bas direct power the
potential for violation of either or both of the duty not to
exploit and the duty of fairness is :reat, and the potential for
dama:e to institutional inte&rity is substantial, so that suc:h a
relationship will not be tolerated. Therefore, if a faculty
member initiates or accepts a relationship with a student over
whom the faculty member bas direct power, the faculty
member thereby violates both the Code and the Rules and
Re:ulations. A faculty member will always be treated as
bavin& such direct power if the student is in an educ·ational
experience in which the faculty member has authority to assip
:rades. A faculty member will be treated as havin& such direct
power in· other circumstances as well, e.:., when servin& on
thesis, dissertation, or scholarship awards committees. The
same principles which apply to the faculty-student relationship
also :overn administrative starr in their relationships with
students.
There may be instances in which application of the above rules
• to pre-e::listin& relationships would seriously limit the
educational options of a student. In those instances the
circumstances should be fully discussed by the faculty member
and the student with the scho.ol or unit head prior to the
student's enrollment.
such cases, the school or unit head
may :rant a waiver of part or all of the rules expressed above.
Such a waiver must be in writin& and must include measures
to diminish the faculty member's power over the student
involved, includin: exclusion or the faculty member from
participation in evaluation of the student's work.

In

7/30/93

Consensual Relationships Policy
Paae 4

Ir special circumstances warrant, an academic aait may adopt
a more restrictive policy. Before any such polida may 10 bato
effed, they must be approved by the Executive Vice Chancellor.
If a faculty member initiates or accepts a sexual or romantic relationship with a
student over whom the faculty member does not have direct power, the relationship
may not violate the Code and the Rules and Regulations; however, any such
relationship should be approached with great caution. Where a faculty member in one
school or unit has a relationship with a student in an unrelated school or unit, there
may be no potential for violation. However, if the relationship is with a student
enrolled in the same school or unit as the faculty member, there may be significant
potential for violation. Furthermore, the appearance of favoritism that is likely to flow
from such a relationship may endanger the perceived integrity of the school or the
unit. Faculty members should approach such relationships with great care and should
be aware of the inherent potential for violation of faculty responsibilities.
In extraordinary circumstances, after consulting the Chair of the Senate Executive
Committee, the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, at any time during or after an
investigation of a sexual harassment complaint, may temporarily reassign from
teaching responsibilities any faculty member or teaching assistant accused of sexual
harassment. This action may be taken if, after reviewing the allegations and
interviewing the accused, the complainant, and, if it seems appropriate, some others
enrolled in the class, the Vice Chancellor finds that it is reasonably certain that (i) the
alleged sexual harassment has occurred and (ii) serious and immediate harm will ensue
if the person continues to teach. 2

B.

Supervisor-employee relationships. Sexual harassment in the work place is
reprehensible and will not be tolerated by the University. Supervisors and employees
in the work place have different responsibilities than faculty members to students; they
operate in more collegial fashion, without the age disparity that exists when students·
are involved This difference is reflected in the policy governing relationships
between supervisors and employees .
•

Policy on Supervisor-Employee Consensual Relationships
While supervisor-employee sexual or romantic relationships are
not forbidden, supervisors have responsibilities to subordinates
similar to those of faculty members and other teachers: the
duty not to exploit and the duty to be fair.

2

Action)
7/30/93

Based on the University of Iowa policy (Copy available in the Office of Affirmative

,.
Consensual Relationships Policy
PageS

lr a

supervisor bas a sexual or romantic nladonship with a
aubordillate, the potential ror Yiolatioa or oae or both or these
duda ilareat, uad the poteatlal for damaae to the iatearity or
the insdtutioa is subataDtiaL A supervisor who iaidates or
acceptl a nlationsbip with a penoa over whom the IUpervisor
bas direct power may be perceived u and/or judaed to be in a
situation or conftict or interest.
When relationships develop or are pre-existin&, the supervisor
will notify her/his immediate superior or the relationship. The
immediate superior will cause to be developed and will approve
a plan in accorduace with the University policy on conflict or
interest which will include measures desiped to diminish the
potential for violation of the supervisor's responsibilities. At a
minimum that plan will dele&ate to a third part)' responsibility
for evaluation or personnel decisions such as those concernin&
appointment, retention, promotion, discipline, tenure, or salary•

..
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the Provost /Vice President
for Academic Affairs

MEMORANDUM
To: .

Dean Brown
Dean Dauwalder
Dean Murphy
Dean Stacy
Dean Lewis

/nib
cc Provost Moore
·

Schliesma~al_

From:

Donald M.
Special Assistant to ~o~

Date:

November 28, 1994

Subject:

Criteria for Expending Summer Session Revenue

During our meeting this morning we reviewed the criteria for expending summer
session revenue and agreed to the revised list printed below which we will follow
this year.
1. Pilot new courses or instructional approaches for summer or regular quarter
offerings.

2. Support program recruitment and marketing,- including new summer session
offerings.
3. Support development of distance education efforts.
4. Induce additional graduate program enrollment, e.g., assistantships.
5. Support program development.
6. Fund faculty development activities, particularly·those which advance specific
initiatives affecting the entire department.
7. Purchase of instructional, computing or scientific equipment.
8. Emergency reserve.
These criteria will be reviewed again after another year's experience.
Barge 302 • 400 E. Blh Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7503 • 509-963-1401 • FAX 509-963-2025
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Expenditure of Summer Session 1993 Fund
Balance Allocations by School/College

~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~

School of Business & Economics
~

Allocation

$12,300

Expenditures
Pilot new courses and instruction
Program recruitment and marketing
Faculty development

Allocation

$2,000
1,000
9,300

$52,700

Expenditures
Pilot new programs
Equipment
Emergency reserve

$8,058
39,912
4,730

College of Professional Studies
~ ...\ . . . . . t:~,:,.-. . ...:.:..-""'-.r..:x.Z.

Allocation

$83,900

Expenditures
New programs
Recruiting and marketing
Encourage graduate enrollment
Faculty development
Emergency reserve

Expenditures of ss '93 - 11/21/94

$18,828
5,633
11,627
12,364
35,448

Information
CLAS

CPS

SBE

$475,000
52,700

$516,500
83,900

$300,000
12,300

20,450
$548,150

$600,400

30,835
$343,135

Fund Balance - After Distribution
Fund Balance
''
·•
Est. Fund Balance

9/30/93
9/30/94
9/30/95

$323,160
340,771
450,000

GradAssts

Allocations for 1994 Project Year
10/1/93 beginning allocation
Fund Balance Distribution
Additional allocation based
upon additional credits generated
Total Allocation

November '94 Fund Balance Transfer to:
Provost
SBE
CLAS
CPS

)
/

Information Summer'95 -11/28/94

$100,000
50,000
165,000
150,000
$465,000

-053,300

$53,300
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HIGHER ED TUITION-SETTING POWERS
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

HIGHER EDUCATION
TUmON-SETTING POWERS

Why give tultlo~ettlng •uthorlty to the tegenm •nd trust... of •uite co//egN
•nd univetaltles?

s.drground: CUrm!t tuition mea are rigid and somewhat inflexible. Regents and trustees
laclt IUthority to price a program bued on demand or actual co". In addition. the current
system of basing tuition rates on the cost of education as detamined by the Higher Education
Coordinating Board's cost study would result in tuition rate decreases for the 1995-97
biennium. CoUeges and universities cannot endure a reduction in tu.ition revenue during the
next biennium and continue to serve state higher education need.t.

The Governor is not granting unlimited tuition-setting authority to regents and trustees.
His recommendation pennitS tuition to increase only up to a nwcimum amount. Under biJ
plan, the sate main !&ins control of the maximum rate charged to Students. The Governor
does permit institutional regents and trustees discretion under the nwWnum rue. He
believes that regents and trustees should have flexibil.ity to IIWII8C tuition rates within a
broad poUcy established by the LegUJature. This is another step toward inaeasins
management flexibility at time when resources are shrinking and oew ways of doin8
btWness must be permitted.

Proposed~: Tuition-setting

pov.oers would be granted to regents and trustees of
collepalllll UDivenities for the 1995-97 biennium only. No tuition increases would be
required. but any increues mwt be limited 10 6 percent for resident undergraduate~ and I 0
percent for other student categoriea.

state

Why not stey with the r:unwtt system of basing tuition ,.,.. on the coat of
educ•Uon?
•

Features of the legislation include:

•

Umitecl duration allows state to evaluate impact on students and services as part of
fonnula!ing long-range plan for hisJler education.

•

CoUegea and universities would be given same powers that trustees oftechnical colleges
already have.

The curren.t system of basing tuition rates on the coSI of education as determined by tbe
Higher Education Coordinating Board's cost study would result in tuitioo rate decreases
for the 1995-97 biennium. In tum, this would resull in a loss of revenue to colleges and
universities. Colleges and universities cannot suffer a reduction of tuillon revenue neon
biennium and continue to serve stale higher education needs.
Also, current tuition rates are rigid and inflexible. Regents and trustees have no ability or
authority to price a progrvn based on the demand or aauaJ cost. A good example is tbe
University of Washington law school. Attendance demand is higb, and many qualilied
students are deuied admi.uion and end up attending privuely spoason:d law schools
paying many times the UW law school tuition rate.

No requirement that tuitions be increased.
•

Allows colleges and uniw:nities to manase resourcea more effectively in tight timea.

•

Grants more local flexibility and autonomy to regents and trustees in managing their

A,. the,. exemples In this st•te of publk trustees or r.genm setting tuition
,.tes?

illltitution.

•

Yes. the trustees ofalltechnical colleges have authority 10 set tuition rares. Tuition rues
in technical colleges vary by program (depending on cost and demand) but. in general. a
full time student at a technical college pays about rhe same tuition as a full time student a1
a community college.

Authority limited to the I995-97 biennium so results can evaluated as part of development
of long range highes- education plan.

..•
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
To:

Department Chairs
Center Coordinators

CC:
From:

Provost's Office

Date:

December 21, 1994

Subject: Cultural Pluralism Grant Correspondence

Only one copy of the attached memo from Provost
Moore is being sent to your office. Please distribute it to
all faculty in your area.
;

Thank you for your assistance.

FROM THE DESK OF ...
KL\IBERLY J. BlACK
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST/SECRETARY TO THE PROVOST
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
400 EAST 8TH
ELLENSBURG, WA 98926-7503
(509)963-1401
Fax: (509)963-2025

!1
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
Office of the Provost 1Vice President
for Academic Affairs

MEMORANDUM

(94-407.PRV)

TO:

School/College Deans
Department Chairs
Faculty

FROM:

Thomas D. Moore ~ ~
Provost/Vice President for Academic Affairs

c:

President Nelson
Vice Presidents

SUBJ:

Cultural Pluralism Grants

DATE:

December 20, 1994

Dear Colleagues,
There comes a time in the life of every organization when it must renew itself and move
forward with its vigor restored and its priorities reshaped. We have reached that historical
moment at Central Washington University. Signs of productive change are everywhere. The
College of Letters, Arts and Sciences has been divided into a College Behavioral, Natural and
Social Sciences and a College of Arts and Humanities. There has been a renewed emphasis
placed on graduate education, and the general education curriculum is being redesigned. All
of these changes are being made to strengthen this university as it moves into the twenty-first
century.

)

However, there is one more major renewal which must be completed before we can in any way
call ourselves prepared to deal with the challenges ahead. We must reshape curriculum both
in the area of general education and in the majors. All education, properly understood, is or
should be transformational. We must put in place a curriculum which allows our students to
become sensitive to and understand the diversity of cultural heritages within the United States
and their historic and contemporary interactions. We must also ensure that our students are
provided the opportunity to understand and appreciate the role of nations in an interdependent
global village. To date we have met this obligation in a very limited way. One or two
departments have stepped forward and wrestled with the issue. This has resulted in a course
here and a course there which students may or may not take depending either on luck or on
their inclination. This is not enough. We need to dedicate ourselves university wide to
accomplishing the task.
Barge 302 • 400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg, WA 98926-7503 • 509-963-1400 • FAX 509-963-2025
EEO/AA/TITLE IX INSTITUTION • TDD 509-963-3323
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There are those who feel that we are doing enough and will ask why we should get any more
involved than we are now. One could answer that our sister institutions in this State and
nationally have already responded and developed curriculums which prepare students for life
in a diverse society, and we have not. Or one could say that pluralism is a priority in our
mission statement, or that it is incumbent upon us to fulfill our diversity action plan. All of
these statements would be true, but the issue goes deeper than that. Our failure to move
forward significantly in developing a curriculum sensitive to pluralism is, in my judgement,
a quality issue. We are, quite simply, not fully meeting our primary obligation to educate our
students to live and function in a diverse and complex society and world.
So we must move forward. We cannot remain contented with less than our very best efforts.
For that reason I sent a team of faculty to attend the Washington Center's Cultural Pluralism
Institute last summer. Since their return, I have met with that team and have worked with them
in putting together a document explaining what Cultural Pluralism means and why it is
important that we refocus our programs. I have also discussed this issue with the Deans'
Council and have accepted their commitment to work with me in helping our faculty take the
steps which will be necessary to transform our curriculum.
To this end I am announcing a Faculty Development grant program to encourage faculty to
design courses either for the general education sequence or for the major program which will
focus on issues of cultural pluralism. Faculty members will be provided one course released
time during a quarter and a stipend for training and materials. To underscore the importance
ofthis effort, we are investing $75,000 to support the program. Grants will be available for
a two year period, after which time the appropriate curricular and governance bodies, as well
as the Deans' Council will assess the effort and determine its effectiveness.
Enclosed with this letter are a grant application and the statement which I and the Cultural
Pluralism Committee put together defining pluralism and explaining its importance to this
campus. Please share this memo and the attached materials with all faculty in your area.
I want to encourage you and your colleagues to participate in this program. It means a great
deal to our students and our university that this effort succeed.

/kb

CULTURAL PLURALISM AND
THE UNIVERSITY CURRICULUM

A nation's strength lies in all its peoples and their contributions to the national cultures.
Even in societies which, on the surface, appear to be homogeneous, diversity is evident
with respect at least to gender, class or societal position, age, disability, family histories,
and individually unique personality traits, talents, and preferences. Thus, in a pluralistic
society, individuals hold membership in several microcultures in addition to ethnicity and
identify with these microcultures to a greater or lesser extent depending on a variety of
intrapersonal, familial, and society factors. All modern nations are culturally pluralistic,
and the worldwide political situation today demands an understanding of the basic
dynamics of pluralism, starting with an understanding of our own nation's cultures. In
order to better understand each other and improve the whole of society, it is essential that
all Americans' stories be told: the stories ofNative Americans, White Europeans, Blacks,
Latinos, Asians, Filipinos, the Irish, the poor, the Jews, the women, the non-heterosexuals
and others who have all enriched this land. If there is to be true dialogue, than all voices
must be heard.
Cultural pluralism affirms that all people are created equal, and therefore should have equal
voice and opportunity to be judged on the basis of their abilities and work rather than on
their race, ethnic group, class, gender, or any other social category. Further, cultural
pluralism recognizes that the course of American life and history has been one of
participation by a variety of races, ethnic groups, classes and genders. It affirms that these
various strands of contributions are equally worthy of representation, understanding, and
study. It argues that emphasizing the contribution of one race, one ethnic group, one class
or one gender to the exclusion of all others effectually falsifies any generalizations about
the course of American history and social life.
When approached on the intellectual level, cultural pluralism calls for a critical
reexamination of academic traditions. It asks universities to broaden intellectual horizons
by transmitting to students knowledge of different cultures and the interplay between and
among cultures. Pluralism in theory, as a guiding principle behind the American model of
democracy, assumes that America is open to diverse views. From a practical point of view,
cultural pluralism prepares individuals for present-day challenges. Regardless of personal
preferences or choice, we will all soon be confronted with diversity in the classroom and
in the workplace. America is populated with diverse peoples and America is its peoples.
In an educational context, cultural pluralism can be described as a reform movement
attempting to change educational and other institutions in order to ensure that students from
all cultural groups not only have an equal opportunity to learn, but also have an opportunity
to learn about each others' cultural backgrounds. Cultural pluralism is a process by which
prejudice and discrimination are reduced so that greater equity may be achieved in society.
This cannot be achieved without transforming and integrating the curriculum where it
makes academic and pedagogical sense.

-- 1 --

Cultural Pluralism &
The University Curriculum
December 20, 1994

A cultural pluralistic integrated curriculum enables students to view concepts, issues,
events, and themes from the perspectives of diverse cultural groups. Such a curriculum
emphasizes critical thinking, collaborative and participatory learning and the involvement
of students in substantive instructional activities which engage their minds and spirit in the
complicated cognitive and moral task of understanding ourselves as always "the other."
A typical inclusive cultural pluralism lecture might be one where a professor was
discussing the history of the trans-continental railroad. This discussion would bring in
many groups: native Americans whose land was confiscated so the railway could be built;
the Irish, Chinese and others who worked on the building of the tracks; the Blacks who
worked picking cotton that would be shipped on the railway so that the cotton industry
would thrive; the experience of Chinese women trying to gain access into America; the
lives of Irish women in the garment districts making clothing out of the cotton that was
transported on the railways; the role of governmental lenders and other in opening up the
west. The possibilities are endless and that is the point.
Cultural pluralism is about broadening, and therefore improving, our students'
understanding of the development of science, social science, the arts and humanities. The
idea that the study of the liberal arts makes better people and citizens out of students can
be valid only if that study is academically rigorous and inclusive in its scope and sends
an invitation to all to attend the dialogue. General education as well as some of our major
courses should ask us to think critically about human nature, human relationships, and to
make the most of our human potentials and powers. The university curriculum should
prepare us to live with others in regional, national and global communities.

)
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PROVOST'S CULTURAL

PL~SM

GRANT GUIDELINES

Application for Reassigned Time Curriculum Development Grants
(Cover Page)
***************************"'"'**"'*"'*******"'*****"'"'"'**********************"'***"'"'***"'***"'*************
Date of Submission:

File#:

Title or Brief Description of Project:

Quarter Reassigned Time Requested:

Quarter Course

~ill

Be Offered:

I approve, and assume responsibility for, the activities outlined in the attached proposal.
read and understand the current, pertinent guidelines.

I have

Signature of faculty member(s) requesting grant:

It is essential that the application be approved by the Department Chair(s) and School Dean(s). In
signing their names, the chair and school dean are affirming that the course designed by the faculty
will be offered on a trial basis with the expectation that it will become a regular offering in the
curriculum. The Cultural Plural ism Institute Team requests that the Dean return the completed
application directly to the Office of Graduate Studies and Research.

Department Chair(s) Approval:

School/College Dean Approval:

)
11/94 OGSR

Provost's Cultural Pluralism
Curriculum Development Grant Guidelines
Purpose: The purpose of Cultural Pluralism Curriculum Development grants is to
encourage academic departments and faculty to develop new courses which
clearly focus on issues of American cultural pluralism and/or infuse elements
of cultural pluralism into courses which are already part of the curriculum.
The Provost, Academic Deans and Cultural Pluralism Team are especially
interested in team taught multidisciplinary proposals and in proposals
originating from academic departments which have not heretofore been involved
in teaching pluralism issues.
General Description: Successful awardees will receive one course reassigned
tlme dur1ng an academic quarter to design a new course, or redesign one
already in the curriculum. The course must focus on issues of American
cultural pluralism.
Eligibility: Individual faculty or a faculty team (2 or 3 faculty) interested
in team teaching a multidisciplinary course may apply. All full time faculty
on continuing year contracts are eligible.
Funding Limit: Funding for each project will depend on the number of faculty
1nvolved in designing the course. The academic department of each faculty
member working on a grant will be allocated funds to hire a part time faculty
member to teach the course the faculty member is released from. In addition,
each faculty member working on a project is eligible to receive up to $800 in
faculty development funds to cover specific training needs described in the
proposal.
Deadlines: Proposals may be submitted to the Office of Graduate Studies and
Research by February 15 for spring quarter projects, by May 15, for fall
quarter projects, and by November 15 for winter quarter projects. Proposals
will be reviewed by the Cultural Pluralism Institute Team, and the grant
program will be administered by the Office of Graduate Studies and Research.
Proposal Format: A proposal including the cover page and any attachments
should be no longer than eight pages in length. The narrative portion of the
proposal should be double spaced. The reviewing team awards up to 100 points
for each proposal based on the criteria outlined below. The maximum possible
points for each criterion are shown in parentheses.
A. Rationale (25) A statement describing why the course is being
proposed. What group of students is the course for? How will it meet
their needs? How does it fit into the curriculum?

B. General Course Descri tion and Goals

25

~e=m~on==s~t=ra~te~~o~w~t~e~~~~~,~m~e~e~t~a~t-+7
ea~st

The applicant must
some of the following

goals:

*

Help students develop a sense of informed active citizenship as
they enter an American society of increasing diversity by focusing
on the contemporary and historical issues of race, ethnicity,
gender, and social class in American life.

*

Provide students with an increased self-awareness of what it means
in our culture to be a person of their own gender, race, class,
and ethnicity as well as an understanding of how these categories
affect those who are different from themselves.

*

Help students understand how the categories of gender, race,
class, and ethnicity overlap.

*

Insure that students become acquainted with some of the
significant scholarship focusing on issues of race, gender,
ethnicity and class.

*

Help students learn to think critically, and with an open mind,
about controversial contemporary issues that stem from gender,
race, ethnic, and class differences that pervade American society.

Course Desi~ (40): Description of how the applicant will go about
design1ng t~ course. How will the applicant prepare him or herself to
gain the knowledge necessary to develop the course? (Attach a budget
page to cover any costs associated with this item.) Vhat issues will the
course cover and how will they be covered? Vhat, in general, will the
course look like when it has been designed?
Previous Experience (10~: The applicant must describe his or her
prev1ous experience wit cultural pluralism in the classroom. Vhat has
the applicant already accomplished which would indicate that one can
expect a superior product when the course has been designed?
Grant Report: During the first month of the next academic quarter following
the quarter of released time, the project faculty will submit to the graduate
dean and school dean a detailed syllaous for the newly designed course with an
attached letter from the department chair describing when and under what
circumstances the new course will be offered. The syllabus will contain the
following information:

)

*

A catalogue description of the course, or any changes in the
catalogue description if the course is already in the catalogue.

*
*
*
*

A statement of purpose for the course.

*

A statement of goals with learning objectives tied to them.
Texts, with a statement of why those particular texts were chosen.
A sample lesson plan which demonstrates exactly how the course
material will be taught. The plan should include discussion
questions, group activities, analyses of how assigned readings
will be treated and outlines of lecture material.
Discussion of how students will be evaluated including sample test
questions, sample paper topics, etc.

It is understood that faculty will be making changes in the syllabus as the
course is in process.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

1995.;97 BUDGET REQUEST
(OOO's of dollars}

DifferenceLatest version
GQll!l[DQ[

574
4

TOTAL REQUEST

~.IH

I 2:21 : 94 1' 37 ,\M BTRACK97 XLS

Conference

&

cwu

(9)

779
64 ,962

Essential Requirements Level (ERLl

Legislative Reductions
Salary Increase
Request Packages:
Equitable Funding Of Current
fnrollment .
Computing
Higher Education Library
'ilformation Network
Enrollment Increase

~

24
(138)

Postal Increase
Revolving Funds
Inflation
Benefits changes
Health Insurance rate change

Policy Changes:
Remove Inflation

~

65,967
(214)
(20)
(172)
1,003
(2,234)
64 .330

1993-95 Expenditure Authority
Bond Payments
Benefits changes
Health Insurance rate change
2nd yr. enrollment increase
2nd yr . tuition increase
Current Authorized Level (CALl

~~
..-

. Sp2:6~l

},~',~
;rj~~~i~

(1 ,600)
1,600

65,573
(574)
(1 ,600)
1,600

4,500

(9)

(574)

(5,526)
( 1 '114)

1 ,300
2,160
133/ 265 FTE

$72,922

335

(1 , 276)
(3,207)

23146 FTE

$65,334

($11 ,706)
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$36,582
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&
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($59,607)
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Summer Session - 1995
Proposed Budget for Project Year
October 1, 1994 to September 30, 1995
Proposed Tuition Increase (Per Credit)
1994

Proposed 1995 % Increase

Undergraduate Degree Tuition
$66
$70
6.06
Post-Baccalaureate Degree Tuition
66
80
*21.21
Master Degree Tuition
90
98
8.88
Registration Fee
40
40
*The large percentage increase results from establishing a new tuition classification.
Allocations
Ending 1994

Academic Services
CLAS
CPS
SBE
Cooperative Education
Graduate Assistants
Provost

Proposed 1995

$93,430
548,150
600,400
343,135
5,000
53,300
31,400
$1,674,815

$104,649
520,000
619,000
360,000
5,000
70,000
47,446
$1,726,095

$85,000
33,960

$110,000
35,000
103,000

Transfers

Student Affairs
Housing
Academic Mffl.irs

Proposed Tuition· lncrease-1/11/95

-0-

•

,.

PROPOSED BUDGET--SUMMER SESSION 1995

Project Year--October 1, 1994 to September 30, 1995
I
INCOME

I

Summer 94 Actual

Undergraduate Degree Tuition (20,000 SCH @ $70 (94 was 19,963 SCH@ $66)
Post-Bacc. Degree (4,000 SCH@ $80) (94 was 3,904 SCH@ $66)
Master Degree Tuition (2,400 SCH @ $98)
(94 was 2,373 SCH @ $90)
Registration Fees ($40/Student, 3,000 Headcount) (94 was 2,905)
Total Income

Swnmer 95 Proposed

$1 ,317,558
257,664
213,570
116,200
$1,904,992

$1,400,000
320,000
235,200
120.000
$2,075,200

T

I
TRANSFER OUT

l
Student Mfairs
Housing
Provost -5% of gross revenue for enhancement of instruction
(lab eqipme)lt, computer equipment, lib., etc.)
Total Transfer Out

AVAILAIILE BOR Dl81'lUII1lTlO>ii

85,000
33,960
-0 -

$110,000
35,000
103,760

118,960

$.248.760

1,786,032

f
r

EXPENSES

Total Salary & Benefits

$6,582
19,682
11,386
9,978
12,900
1,850
17,900
$80,278

$5,727
26,838
36,446
10,449
67,400
1,800
23,600
$172,260
$3,000
21,500
6,000
4,000
6,000
6 ,000
2,000

Total Goods & Services

$2,800
22,188
1,400
2,800
6,600
5 ,500
1,200
200
$42.688

135
$48,635

$5,000
1,864
$6,864

$5,000
1,2 00
$6,200

Good & Seroices
IMC
Printing--Off Campus
Printing--On-Campus
Advertising
Postage
Office Supplies & Miscellaneous
Computer Software (Maintenance & Upgrades)
Memberships (WASSA.NAASS)

Travel
Travel--Coop Supervision
Travel--Conferences
Total Travel

T
Allocations to Schools I College for Swnmer Faculty (Salary I Benefits I Supplies /Travel/ Equipment)
School of Business & Economics (306,923/52,577 /300/200)
College of Letters. Arts & Sciences (435,517 /73 ,483/5,000/6,000)
College of Professional Studies (475,000/85,500/7,500/1,000/50,000)

iTotal Allooatlou

I

I

-

Beginning Allocations

$ ctlary and Benefits
Office Assistant Lead .250 FTE
Program Coordinator 1.00 FTE
Extended Dree Coordinators
"'fflce Assistant II--.50 FTE
~raduate Assistants
Part-Time and Student Help (Academic Skills)
Staff Benefits on the Above

I•

----

$1,826,440

TOTAL EXPENSES

(Proposed Budget Summer 1995; revised 1/10/95)

r-

$300,000
475,000
516,500
$1,291 ,500

$1,421.,33.0

$360,000
520,000
61 9 .000
$1,499,000

I

$1,726,095

I

SWiiiliu::._seau.on BZpe.n&u

';·

Summer '94 Beginning Summer '95 Proposed Beginning
Allocation
Allocation
Account 2-16135--Academic Services
P-T Hourly (Academic Skills)
OA II, Office Assistant Lead and
Staff Benefits
Operating

Pro~

Coordinator

Total

$36,242
14,500
42,688

$1,800
43,014
16,500
43,335

$93.430

$104,649

$403,000
68,500
2,500
1,000

l;l435,517
73,483
5,000
6,000

$ 475,000

~ 620,000

$430,500
77,500
7,500
1,000

$475,000
85,500
7,500
1,000
50,000

616.1500

$619,000

$256,000
43,500
300
200

$306,923
52,577
300
200

$ 300.000

$360,000

$5,000

$5,000

$6,000

15,000

$1,850
11 ,386
3,400
200
1,664
12,900

-0 36,446
6,500
3,500
1,000
·0 ·

Account 2-16145--CLAS
Salaries & Wages Position 290014
Staff Benefits
Supplies
Travel

Total
Account 2-16155--CPS
Salaries & Wages Position 29017 4
Staff Benefits
S u pplies
Travel
Eguipment

Total
Account 2-16165--SBE
Salaries & Wages Position 290 175
Staff Benefits
Supplies
Travel

Total
Account 2-161 7 5--Cooperatlve Education
Travel

Total
Account 2-16185--Provost
Academic Sk111s Stude n t He lp
Center Coordinators
Staff Benefits
"Goods and Services
Travel
Graduate Assis tants

Total

$31,400

$47,446

-0 -0 ·
-0 -

$67,400
600
2,000

$0

$70,000

Accaunt 2-16195"--Gra du a te Assistants

-

Salaries & Wages
Staff Benefits
Goods and Services

Total
ToW Moeatlou

Summ er Expenses 95, (Revised l/10/95)

---

1
· s~ .!l2l.SSO

~1. 7.28,0915

RECEIVED

JAN 1 0 1995
CYAJ FACUllY S£NA1£

We are trying to gather information in order to prioritize instructional computing needs.
Please send specific information on curricular applications for student computing in your
department and provide us with any relevant documentation.
The objective of the instructional comptlting program is to encourage and suppon
development or enhancement of computer laboraties which improve the education of
undergraduates. We seek requests for the development of basic and innovative methods for
using comput~s to improve student understanding of basic principles and for use of modem
computer technology or new applications for computer technology in the classroom. Requests
should focus on improving the quality of undergraduate education and faculty scholarship
through improved computer resources.
Activities such as :
* Introductory laboratories;
* Laboraties for majors;
*Small research facilities for faculty;
*Upgrading or replacing obsolete or unreliable equipment with new equipment that will
expose students to concepts and/or techniques that were not previously available:
* Access by students to computer networks that provide greater instructional capabilities
than are available locallv;
* Courses that acquaint ·non-science students with principles and methods of science and
mathematics, and technology.
Each request must outline how the request will improve the present program of
undergraduate instruction. Each request should demonstrate that

* Informed. realistic planning has taken place:
*The computing equipment will benefit the entire depanment or specific research
~ouos:

*The faculty are capable of using and providing direction for the instructional computing
facility.

The following guidelines may be helpful in outlining or preparing your request.
(l) What are the curricular or scholarly goals that drive your need for instructional
computers?
(2) How will it affect your students if instructional or research computers are integrated
into your curriculum?
(3) What are you doing now to address these needs?
(4) What computer resources are required?
A good proposal begins with a clear idea of the goals and objectives of the project. In
addition, a good proposal will have a sense of why it will be a significant improvement over
what is already being done. A better proposal is likely to result if the goals are clear before
resources are considered in any detail. Equipment requests should balance these competing

'I
I
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priorities: only a limited amount of funding is available to all of academic affairs, yet sufficient
resources needed to solve the problem should be requested. Items # 1 and 2 will be most
important in prioritizing requests from different departments. We are not looking for a laundry
list of computer needs; we are looking for specific programmatic motivation.
The instructional computing requests will be prioritized by the Ad hoc Instructional·
Computing Committee on a competitive basis. If your proposal is unsuccessful, consider the
committee evaluation and reviews. Evaluations of all computer requests will be sent to all
requesters. If we can be of further assistance, do not hesitate to call any of the committee
·
members. Thank you for your cooperation.

Evaluation criteria for instructional computing requests
1. Are the

goal~

and objectives well-developed and realistic?

2. Are the plans and proeedures for achieving the goals well thought out and realistic?
3. How does the proposal affect existing or proposed courses and laboratories?
4. Does it benefit the department as a whole?
5. How inadequate is the current situation?
4. Were alternative solutions considered?
5. Are the requested computers suitable for the project? Would other, less expensive ones, be
less suitable?
6. Are there department resources for long-term support (paper, toner, students, etc.)? Please
estimate and itemize long-term department resources needed to support your project. •
7. Does the project diversify the curriculum?
8. Is the proposal supported by the involvement of capable faculty or include recommendations
from people with computer expertise?
9. Although the number of students affected by a given proposal are important, proposals will be
primarily judged by merit.

)

A Discussion qf

Curriculum with
Undescribed Content
U"lzat is the appropriate place qf_91, _96,_98,_99 and other
open-ended courses in the curriculum? f'Vhat is the appropriate
curriculum process to control such offerings?
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